
PAINTERLY BEAUTY
An Italian princess and her artist husband mix history, mythology and a good dose of 

whimsy in their fantastical Rome apartment
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Princess  Antea Brugnoni 
Alliata with her infant son
Opposite: Striking Roi du 
Lac chinoiserie panels line 
the hallway walls
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inding your way up to this elegant apartment in 
Rome’s Palazzo Massimo is like wandering through 

the pages of a fairy tale. The fi rst four fl oors of the 
19th-century palace house the National Roman 

Museum, a treasure trove of artefacts documenting 
the evolution of ancient Roman art. There are vivid 

frescoes, jewels dating back several millennia and 
mosaics that once carpeted the fl oors of noble homes in 

the 13th and 14th centuries. 
Tucked away at the top of the palace, a real-life Italian 

princess awaits, dressed in a fl owing fl oral gown. 
The home that Princess Antea Brugnoni Alliata shares 

with her husband Marco Kinloch Herbertson and their 
three young children may not have palatial proportions, 
but it is decorated in fi ne style. Inherited furniture and 
antiques have been deftly mixed with contemporary 
furniture and paintings, and the walls feature exquisite 
hand-painted murals depicting blooming trees, birds in 
fl ight and mythological creatures. All of these elements 
combine to create a feeling of 
understated opulence – neo-
aristocratic style, if you will. 

Given how accomplished 
the space is, it is surprising to 
learn that the family has only 
been in the apartment for a 
short time. They decided to 
move to Rome last year from 
the princess' ancestral  home 
in Sicily, the 17th century 
Villa Valguarnera, which they 
have spent the past three years restoring.  

In part, the move was prompted by the launch of Roi du 
Lac, the couple’s new lifestyle brand comprising wallpaper, 
home accessories and clothing. All the products are made 
in Italy and printed with Kinloch’s whimsical drawings, 
which often feature historical references.

“Marco and I decided to create Roi du Lac recently, after 
previously designing printed fashion accessories,” explains 
Princess Antea. “Somehow, having more space on which to 
show his drawings seemed more interesting. Wallpapers 
allow you to be very creative. We wanted a tool through 
which to express the grandeur of the great baroque and 
neoclassical architecture in all kinds of houses.” 

Their apartment is a canvas for experimentation and 
beautifully showcases the Roi du Lac product line from the 
moment you step inside. 

“The sequence of chinoiserie panels are what we are 
most proud of,” says the princess of the bold papers that 
line the hallway. “They embody all the elements of our 

philosophy: each panel is a standalone piece, but can also 
be repeated many times to form, say, a forest of bamboo 
trees. And even when it is a classical theme, there’s always 
an amusing modern motif that catches the eye.”

Roi du Lac – meaning King of the Lake in French – is an 
apt name. The family speak French at home as it is the 
princess’ mother tongue. “France is also a bridge between 
my Scottish background and her Sicilian background – it’s 
geographically in between,” says Kinloch, who was born in 
Italy but has a Scottish father and went to boarding school 
in Oxfordshire. 

The couple married relatively young (she was 19 and he 
was 22) and lived for a time in Munich, where Princess 
Antea studied mathematics. 

She also speaks fl uent Arabic, as she was brought up in 
Morocco by her artist parents and raised as a Muslim by 
her mother, who converted to Islam. The princess’ dual 
heritage has proved useful; she has worked on several 
cultural projects in the Middle East. 

“Antea is very creative but 
also methodical and good at 
keeping things together,” says 
Kinloch. “She's truly part of 
the creative process as well. I 
can overload designs. She 
understands my work and 
makes it accessible for other 
people." 

Now aged 27 and 30, the 
duo are juggling the demands 
of their growing family and 

launching a business that taps into their way of living.
“We’re not offi  ce people – our work is our life,” explains 

Kinloch. “It’s a total lifestyle concept so you can dive into a 
world.” Everything from the wallpaper to the tablecloths 
and the clothing in each collection has the same theme. 
“The concept is reinterpreted, though; it’s not like the 
women will be wearing curtains,” he adds jovially. 

After restoring Villa Valguarnera, the couple are now 
playing a role in the refurbishment of another historically 
signifi cant Italian building, the sumptuous Renaissance 
palace Villa Medici in Rome. 

“The director of the villa saw our wallpapers a year and 
a half ago and asked us if we could do some for them,” 
Princess Antea says. “Restoring my family’s estate has 
developed our experience with interiors and in the 
creation of spaces that are both respectful of history while 
in dialogue with modernity.” 

For these 21st-century aristocrats, art, it seems, is 
imitating life. The future looks beautiful and bright. 

Hand-painted murals 
adorn the walls, 

providing a canvas for 
experimentation
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Old and new 
combine to 
create a 
feeling of 
understated  
opulence

The  apartment  is  
decorated in a soothing 
palette of  greens and blues. 
In the sitting room, 
modern furniture and  art 
sit alongside antiques 



Clockwise from left: Palazzo Massismo is one of Rome's oldest residential 
buildings; in the bathroom, the tub has been curtained to pretty and practical 
eff ect; the master bedroom is  adorned with Roi du Lac chinoiserie wallpaper  
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